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Many promising schemes for quantum computing (QC) involve switching ‘on’ and ‘off’ a
physical coupling between qubits. This may prove extremely difficult to achieve experimen-
tally. Here we show that systems with a constant Heisenberg coupling can be employed for QC
if we actively ‘tune’ the transition energies of individual qubits. Moreover we can collectively
tune the qubits to obtain an exceptionally simple scheme: computations are controlled via a
single ‘switch’ of only six settings. Our schemes are applicable to a wide range of physical
implementations, from excitons and spins in quantum dots through to bulk magnets.
Quantum computing could in principle be performed by a one-dimensional array of simple systems, such
as single electron spins, coupled via the Heisenberg (‘exchange’) interaction DiVincenzo1,kane,spinResTrans.
Elegant schemes exist whereby this interaction alone generates all the gates, or elementary operations on
qubits, required for computation 3qubitExchangeOnly,myABqubitPaper. It is also known that it can suffice
to control the qubits collectively ababPRL. However, all these schemes require the experimentalist to control
the magnitude of the Heisenberg interaction - effectively to be able to switch it ‘on’ and ‘off’jos. A typical
idea for achieving this is to somehow dynamically manipulate the wavefunction overlap between neighboring
qubits. This appears feasible, but highly challenging. Recently Zhou et al.zhou have explored a possible
means of avoiding this switching. They observe that the Heisenberg interaction can be effectively negated by
inserting EPR spin pairs between the qubits in a (necessarily) two-dimensional architecture. The approach
is conceptually rather beautiful, but from a practical point of view it is complex in terms of the physical
arrangement of qubits, the initialization, and the steps involved in generating gates. Here we take an
entirely different approach and demonstrate that an ‘always-on’ interaction can suffice even in a generic
one-dimensional array. Our gate procedure is very simple and can support additional features in suitable
systems: the entire device can be controlled without local manipulation of any kind, and the Zeno effect can
be harnessed to reduce errors.
For convenience of exposition, we will use the terms ‘spin’ and ‘Zeeman energy’ to refer to our generic
two-state systems and their level splitting. Consider a linear chain of N spins, with a Hamiltonian Hˆ =








Here h¯ = 1 and subscript i denotes an operator acting in the subspace of the ith qubit. fσˆX , σˆY ,
σˆZgarethePaulimatrices, andσˆ  iσˆX + jσˆY + kσˆZ . Zeeman energies Ei may vary with time, but the
interaction couples all nearest-neighbors with a common magnitude and is constant. We exploit the well-
known observation that when the Zeeman energies vary to the extent that jEi − Ei+1j  J , then the
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